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FAIR PRINCIPLES – TECHNOLOGY-RELATED
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Findable:
F1. (meta)data are assigned a globally unique and persistent 
identifier;

F2. data are described with rich metadata;

F3. metadata clearly and explicitly include the identifier of the 
data it describes;

F4. (meta)data are registered or indexed in a searchable 
resource;

Accessible:
A1. (meta)data are retrievable by their identifier using a 
standardized communications protocol;

A1.1 the protocol is open, free, and universally implementable;

A1.2. the protocol allows for an authentication and 
authorization procedure, where necessary;

A2. metadata are accessible, even when the data are no longer 
available;

Interoperable:
I1. (meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and broadly 
applicable language for knowledge representation.

I2. (meta)data use vocabularies that follow FAIR principles;

I3. (meta)data include qualified references to other 
(meta)data;

Reusable:
R1. (meta)data are richly described with a plurality of accurate and 
relevant attributes;

R1.1. (meta)data are released with a clear and accessible data 
usage license;

R1.2. (meta)data are associated with detailed provenance;

R1.3. (meta)data meet domain-relevant community standards;



FAIR PRINCIPLES – SOCIAL CONTRACT—RELATED
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Findable:
F1. (meta)data are assigned a globally unique and persistent
identifier;

F2. data are described with rich metadata;

F3. metadata clearly and explicitly include the identifier of the 
data it describes;

F4. (meta)data are registered or indexed in a searchable 
resource;

Accessible:
A1. (meta)data are retrievable by their identifier using a 
standardized communications protocol;

A1.1 the protocol is open, free, and universally implementable;

A1.2. the protocol allows for an authentication and 
authorization procedure, where necessary;

A2. metadata are accessible, even when the data are no longer 
available;

Interoperable:
I1. (meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and broadly 
applicable language for knowledge representation.

I2. (meta)data use vocabularies that follow FAIR principles;

I3. (meta)data include qualified references to other 
(meta)data;

Reusable:
R1. (meta)data are richly described with a plurality of accurate and 
relevant attributes;

R1.1. (meta)data are released with a clear and accessible data 
usage license;

R1.2. (meta)data are associated with detailed provenance;

R1.3. (meta)data meet domain-relevant community standards;



GUPRI

Intended Defined Meaning

FAIR = The next standard

FAIR = Open by default 

FAIR = (Just) for people 

FAIR = For all data  

The Machine knows what I mean



Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, ReusableFAIR

Fully AI Ready

FAIR

The Machine 

knows what we mean !

Ah…., as a side effect

We know what the machine means

Hype term





/ICT

LIFES: basic  data stewardship and analytics infrastructure 

/ICT

Data storage in closed repositories

Two-way Data FAIRification

FAIR compliant Data Orchestration

High performance re-analytics environment(s)

Access control and re-analytics

(App Store) 

Co-Founders and exemplar users



Warnat-Herresthal, S., Schultze, H., Shastry, K.L. et al. Swarm Learning for decentralized and confidential clinical machine learning. Nature 594, 265–270 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-021-03583-3
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Nanopub schema: https://nanopub.org/nschema

A nanopub example https://np.petapico.org/RABv2ScOD0VlRskTF3WaQhc8gtIy0_MtEVzDKPitRPaRo#FDO

https://nanopub.org/nschema
https://np.petapico.org/RABv2ScOD0VlRskTF3WaQhc8gtIy0_MtEVzDKPitRPaRo#FDO
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IT infrastructure 

Technical: FAIR Digital Objects Operational: Machine Actionable Units of Information Visual for Lay People: Machines know what it means (FAIR)

Machine Actionable Units of Information at the core

Maximum Freedom to Operate

Building and running of 
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applications for users
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Web Applications (Machines and Man)

ICT infrastructure (Internet based)

Based on the hourglass model of the current Internet and where possible its running infrastructure 

Based on early implementation choices congruent with the original FAIR guiding principles
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"Findable and Artificial Intelligence Ready".
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SARS-Cov-2 virus

Fatal organ failure

Bradykinin

Dexamethasone



Knowlets (qua-genes, annotated) of 

Morbid Obesitas, Early Onset Alzheimer and Type 2 Diabetes 

Knowlets (qua-genes, annotated) of 

Morbid Obesitas, Alzheimer and Type 2 Diabetes 

Knowlets (qua-genes, co-occurence) of 

Morbid Obesitas, Alzheimer and Type 2 Diabetes 
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FAIR Digital Twins

Citizen

GUPRI
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LIFES: basic  data stewardship and analytics infrastructure 

/ICT

Data storage in closed repositories

Two-way Data FAIRification

FAIR compliant Data Orchestration

High performance re-analytics environment(s)

Access control and re-analytics

(App Store) 

Co-Founders and exemplar users

With Frontiers as ‘one of many’
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FAIR reference (EK) data 

stationsFAIR RWO data 

stationsTrains - FAIR 

algorithms

https://vimeo.com/143246458

Towards Data Visiting
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www.fairconnect.pro

http://www.fairconnect.pro


Thank You 

And consider to join LIFES

LIFES/ICT

barendmons@gmail.com

mailto:barendmons@gmail.com

